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Hello everyone 

How are you all getting on? 

There seems to be some hope that we may be able 

to move about more soon. Perhaps even go 

shopping  

So, it’s time to go on you tube and learn how to 

mend your shopping bag. 

Yes, there are you tube videos that deal with that 

Although my favourite was the one called make an 

origami shopping bag. 

I had visions of carrying my shopping home from 

Morrisons in the rain and having to stop in the bus 

shelter to pick up my goods from the soggy remains 

of the bag an transfer them to my emergency bag  

brough along just in case. 

But it turns out that the video had a bit of a 

surprise in it Origami in this sense meant 

manipulating some pretty heavy duty fabric. 

But maybe that fits with today’s worship since is 

the weekend of our virtual picnic  

I’m not sure what you have planned or have done, 

but I’ve discovered somethings about myself. For 

example, though it is decades since I left school, 

sporting prowess is still the level it was when I last 

kicked a football in the 1970’s. 

But I also discovered that having a virtual picnic 

affords opportunities that a normal picnic cannot 

give. 

For example, who knew how many sandwiches I’d 

have to eat before we  

actually got a usable version of this talk! 

Most enjoyable  

I often wonder how the disciples feel in our reading 

this morning as Jesus gathers them and tells them 

they are to go out and spread the good news. 

I think there may have been a few heads bowed 

toes in  the sand, worrying about who would look 

after their latest fashionable footwear purchase 

and their third tunic. 
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But it maybe makes us think about how we will feel 

when we step outside our front doors again. 

Maybe the advice Paul gives to the churches in 

Roma and Galatia can help 

Serve one another, he says 

With unflagging zeal, aglow with the Spirit, serve 

the Lord. 

Let us worship God 

 

 
 


